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Summary
The City of Las Vegas, Clark County and the RTC conducted a 6-week community survey to inform the
Maryland Parkway TOD Plan, speci�cally looking to understand what the community values along this
Corridor, what improvements are needed, and how the current crisis may be a�ecting the way the Las
Vegas community lives, works, and plays.

How we marketed the survey 

 RTC/CLV/CC websites 
 Elected o�cial newsletters 
 Email blasts - RTC Rte 109, community list 
 Geo-targeting boosted posts on both the City of Las Vegas and Clark County Facebook pages

High-level results:  

756 responses (745 - English, 11 - Spanish) 

Best performing sources: Eblasts and Geo-Targeted Facebook Ad



Survey ResponsesSurvey Responses





Summary of Responses to "Other"

 I don't go to these places often enough/Don't go downtown much
 Decatur and sahara
 More route to summerlin and Henderson and more bus spots with covers from the son 
 None/None of these
 I live and work in Summerlin
 Eastside - Sunrise Manor
 South end of the loop 
 Henderson area
 I ride the bus to ups corporate o�ce which is on the return drive towards Mccarran
 Rancho Drive and Torey Pines
 North west 
 McCarran
 County Government Center







Summary of Responses to "Other"

 None of the above. Why do we need development here instead of spending elsewhere?
 Street parking due to Free�ow zoning that includes street parking as feature
 Public transit & mixed use zoning development. (For ex. Vancouver Canada.)
 saME
 Place to sit down while waiting for the bus.
 Too many transients. Need to increase speed limit. 
 restaurants and entertainment closer to the street
 Bike lanes, safety and trees. No parks, will just attract homeless
 Repaving
 well let me put it this way now if y'all don't want to do that much to this area cause the

homeless problem that we has in that area is going to make anything that y'all make look good
look mess up with in time.

 Underground transportation--fastest, safest and most accessible through tunnels connecting
major activities (buildings, jobs, entertainment, schools, etc.)

 Homeless
 Less Police Thugs
 more upscale shopping





Summary of Responses to "Other"

 I would use this system often..once it is in place.currently I am few times a year..this is my
neighborhood

 Daily when I return to unlv
 Never but I would all the time if there were light rail. It completely changed my old

neighborhood in Denver for the better.
 Before I had a car, I used it almost daily. I now have a car
 Until the pandemic, I was riding every day. Once the pandemic and the rides were free I was

riding couple days a week. Now that we've is opening up and are charging again, I haven't and
can't ride because I have no money to be going anywhere. I have no job, I'm not getting
unemployment and I didn't get stimulus. So now that the buses are charging to go anywhere, I
can't use transportation to �nd a job so now I have to try to walk everywhere in this heat.

 Very recently it was daily. Now, a few times a year.
 Not often much anymore, but I was using it at least weekly for a long time.
 Ride my bike 
 I did for about a year and hope to never, ever, ever ride the public transit again.  It was

interesting, but not always in a positive way.  Not as weird as the Charleston bus, but traumatic
nonetheless. 

 Never, too slow and unsafe and long waits
 I would if there was light rail



 Only when I need to go to the airport
 Never because it is way too ine�cient here in las vegas.  I did all the time in seattle.
 Used to but now usually drive





Zip codes not pictured with less than 10 responses:

30144
37601
60113
90405
94010
89005 
89040
89105
89139
89158
89193





Summary of Responses to "Other"

 Important so long as the homeless problem goes away too
 I believe there is a mixture already in place.
 housing should not be up against such a high tra�c area.
 I think this it is a great idea to promote this however I’m not sure if it will work for this area.

The majority of the area is within a low socioeconomic range/status and I’m not sure this
corridor will help to change this nor promote public transportation throughout the Valley. 

 This corridor is not dense enough to be walkable unless it is UNLV or downtown. Don't force it,
you are just throwing away tax dollars

 Once Maryland Parkway is cleaned up the community will be walkable. We need to clean up of
the vagrants, homeless, and the crime

 Interesting survey. You didn’t ask if I opposed light rail in my neighborhood.  All I see is terrible
tra�c along Maryland. Horrible idea.

 You really really need to work on the SAFE part before you work on infrastructure.  
 We already have that in the homes and the neighborhoods that's around the area. It seems

like this is politely stated oh, just another way to increase the saturation of individuals living in
a small space when we already have a city that is just about to the maximum usage of our
resources already



Question 7
How has the current COVID 19 pandemic a�ected your life?

Some respondents said they have had little to just minor impacts (still working, but from home,
can’t do some of their regular activities), and have actually found more time for self-re�ection,
spending more time with family and loved ones, been able to do home improvement
projects, spend more time walking and biking, etc. 

Others, however, have been impacted signi�cantly. Some themes include: 

 Loss of job/job insecurity/reduced income 
 No money for food 
 Lack of resources 

 Working or schooling remotely 
 Some challenges in managing kids’ school while working 
 Concerns about how/when school restarts 
 More reliance on technology 

 Social isolation 
 Causing fear/anxiety/stress/impacts to mental health 
 Lack of outdoor recreation, shopping, entertainment 

 Transportation challenges 
 Buses are running less frequently, and no shade for waiting 



 Reluctance to use mass transit for fear of catching COVID, and others not following safe
practices 

 Less safe 
 Fear of contracting COVID – family and friends experiencing illness/death 
 Increased crime and homelessness 
 Less auto tra�c resulting in people driving at high rates of speed 
 One comment that our public spaces need to be larger to accommodate social distances (to

include walking areas and connections) 

Question 8
Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns? 

 Desires/wants for the area 
 Wide sidewalks/walkable area 
 Bu�ers between sidewalks and auto 
 Protected bike lanes 
 Use Spencer Service Corridor for bike/walk park 
 Bike boxes at lights 
 More public areas 
 Mix of o�ce, retail and residential 
 More a�ordable housing (there is a fear of gentri�cation) 



 Increased greenery, especially shade trees 
 Higher end retail brands 
 Better lighting 
 Better tra�c �ow for teachers/students at UNLV 
 Micro-transit 
 Keep historic feel to downtown 
 Some concerns about the potential impact the proposed changes may have on surrounding

residential areas 
 Safety 
 Homeless 
 Drug use 
 Doesn’t feel safe to walk 
 More lighting 
 Increase police patrol 
 Add bridges/crosswalks 

 Lite Rail 
 Many comments to either avoid or delay HCT, but more in support 
 Reduction of tra�c lanes will make it more walkable and inviting 
 LTR would spur development and investments 
 Needs to be connected to airport 
 Reduction of tra�c lanes will make it more congested 
 Expensive 
 Use personal rapid transit instead (small, non-stop vehicles) 



 An east/west corridor is needed (Charleston) 
 Focus on extending monorail instead 
 Can’t social distance on HCT 

 Transit 
 Change $3 pass to a 4-hour minimum instead of 2 hour – buses are often late 
 Have 24/7 bus route for night shift workers 
 More bus stops, especially on major streets 
 Need cooling stations 
 Want smart bus shelters 
 Rte 109 never on schedule (either early or late) 
 Rte 109 is crowded – use larger buses 
 Add express route from downtown to UNLV 











Survey Source BreakdownSurvey Source Breakdown



Source

Websites 119

Social Media 26

Eblasts 299

Geo-Targeted Facebook Ad 281

Electeds 1

QR Code 1

Blank source 29

Total 756



Appendix AAppendix A
  English Survey English Survey 

  Response BreakdownResponse Breakdown







Summary of Responses to "Other"

 I don't know
 Never been on the corridor
 Just a useful corridor for traveling north and south
 None/Nothing
 There are no best features except for those that want to gamble or be in the Downtown

development area. 
 Rent a car
 dont use rest of it
 I don't believe there is enough to attract the average resident of the Las Vegas Valley to these

congested and deteriorating commercial corridors.
 My house is one street over by the golf course. What like to see a major clean-up
 Opportunity for unique (car-free) development





 Bike lanes, safety and trees. No parks, will just attract homeless
 Repaving
 well let me put it this way now if y'all don't want to do that much to this area cause the

homeless problem that we has in that area is going to make anything that y'all make look good
look mess up with in time.

 Underground transportation--fastest, safest and most accessible through tunnels connecting
major activities (buildings, jobs, entertainment, schools, etc.)

 Homeless
 Less Police Thugs
 more upscale shopping
 The right to be able to drive my car if I want. So far everything is being described as everything

is for people without transportation at the expense of lanes that are for normal vehicle tra�c.
I'm 65 if I'm sick I'm not taking the bus to get to the hospital. If I need to shop it should be
equally my right to be able to take my car

 Light rail train/Light rail
 better site visibility when entering Maryland from commercial properties.





 Until the pandemic, I was riding every day. Once the pandemic and the rides were free I was
riding couple days a week. Now that we've is opening up and are charging again, I haven't and
can't ride because I have no money to be going anywhere. I have no job, I'm not getting
unemployment and I didn't get stimulus. So now that the buses are charging to go anywhere, I
can't use transportation to �nd a job so now I have to try to walk everywhere in this heat.

 Very recently it was daily. Now, a few times a year.
 Not often much anymore, but I was using it at least weekly for a long time.
 Ride my bike 
 I did for about a year and hope to never, ever, ever ride the public transit again.  It was

interesting, but not always in a positive way.  Not as weird as the Charleston bus, but traumatic
nonetheless. 

 Never, too slow and unsafe and long waits
 I would if there was light rail
 Only when I need to go to the airport
 Never because it is way too ine�cient here in las vegas.  I did all the time in seattle.
 Used to but now usually drive



Question 5
What zip code do you live in? 

*66 total zip codes. If the zip code is not listed here, there were less than 25 people who
responded with that zip code.

Most popular zip codes:

89104 - 135 people 
89119 - 86 people
89169 - 79 people
89109 - 77 people
89101 - 56 people 
89121 - 47 people
89102 - 25 people





 I believe there is a mixture already in place.
 housing should not be up against such a high tra�c area.
 I think this it is a great idea to promote this however I’m not sure if it will work for this area.

The majority of the area is within a low socioeconomic range/status and I’m not sure this
corridor will help to change this nor promote public transportation throughout the Valley. 

 This corridor is not dense enough to be walkable unless it is UNLV or downtown. Don't force it,
you are just throwing away tax dollars

 Once Maryland Parkway is cleaned up the community will be walkable. We need to clean up of
the vagrants, homeless, and the crime

 Interesting survey. You didn’t ask if I opposed light rail in my neighborhood.  All I see is terrible
tra�c along Maryland. Horrible idea.

 You really really need to work on the SAFE part before you work on infrastructure.  
 We already have that in the homes and the neighborhoods that's around the area. It seems

like this is politely stated oh, just another way to increase the saturation of individuals living in
a small space when we already have a city that is just about to the maximum usage of our
resources already



Question 7
How has the current COVID 19 pandemic a�ected your life?

The top 3 trends/responses that emerged from this question are:

 Traveling less/staying home more
 Working from home 
 Loss of work/job/income 

Question 8
Do you have any other comments, questions, or concerns? 

The top trends/responses that emerged from this question center around:

 Safety
 There are no other comments, questions, or concerns
 Other forms of transportation (bikes/bike lanes, light rail, etc.)











English Survey English Survey 
  Source BreakdownSource Breakdown



Source

Websites 119

Social Media 26

Eblasts 288

Geo-Targeted Facebook Ad 281

Electeds 1

QR Code 1

Blank source 29

Total 745



Appendix B Appendix B 
  Spanish Survey Spanish Survey 

  Response BreakdownResponse Breakdown













Question 6
¿Cómo ha afectado su vida la pandemia del COVID-19?

 no
 Seeking more outdor activities like walking biking running.
 For the better
 Not leaving home as much
 terrible, no social life, inconveniences, mental anger due to no social life, no outlet
 I live alone; I telework alone. Physical Touch is my primary love language. I've been hurting!
 lost my job
 Furloughed
 We had to work from home and could not visit normal businesses and activities that we

normally do.
 Ability to travel.
 I'm unable to access employment counseling and vocational rehab services to help me get

employed because they are not operating due to Covid-19--I am long-term unemployed so I
really need those services since I don't qualify for unemployment bene�ts and I have little
savings left.



Question 7
¿Tiene algún otro comentario, pregunta o inquietud?

 None/No
 I feel we need light rail
 More and frequent buses are all we need, is that too hard to understand? A small tiny bus is ok

as long as you make it more frequent because time is most important for people to arrive to
their work clocking in. We don't need huge buses that creates tra�c because it can't squeeze
and takes lots of space. We need tiny buses that can squeeze in tra�c and frequent enough
just like how they do it in Europe, buses come very often. That simple and �exible solution is
more tiny buses to come often

 Safety as a pedestrian and/or bus rider is most important.
 I do think the Maryland Parkway Corridor could use more parks but I worry about safety in the

parks.











Spanish Survey Spanish Survey 
  Source BreakdownSource Breakdown



Source

Websites 0

Social Media 0

Eblasts 11

Geo-Targeted Facebook Ad 0

Electeds 0

QR Code 0

Blank source 0

Total 11


